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About This Game

CAFE 0 ~The Sleeping Beast~ is a supernatural mystery visual novel which is fully voiced in Japanese.
You don't need to play CAFE 0 ~The Drowned Mermaid~ to understand the story.

The MCs from both games visit the same cafe, but, aside from that, the stories are different.
Seycara Orchestra is in charge of the beautiful orchestral soundtrack.

STORY

The Present
The story starts in a village with an atmosphere akin to Europe in the 19th century.

There is a big noble villa there where Corliss Green is working.

One day she wakes up and finds herself in front of a weird café.
Noir, the waiter, tells her that she has already died, but failed to go to the heaven and, as a lost spirit, she ended up at the

entrance to Café 0.

He later gave Corliss a chance to return to a week before she died.

But does she really need to go to the heaven?
And what is the truth behind her untimely death?

The Past
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Sophie Evans works as a midwife.
She is a cheerful woman and everybody likes her.

What is her relation to the missing incident 15 years ago?

CAST

Corliss - Ayano

Nathan - Mayuki Sawae
Ethan - Tarou Yamada

Barclay - Nyoibou
Noir - Shinya

Sophie - Aonoi
Ed - Kyou Tsukikage

Eva/Emma - Remi Tamaki
MOB - Aonoi, Ayano, Kon, Kouto Saionji, Shiwasun, Komugi Tachibana, Hiko Morikawa, Nyoibou

THEME SONG

"Replay?"

Music: Souichi Sakagami（Trial & Error)
Lyrics: kikyow
Vocal: ming-zi

GUIDE

Simply choose the choice which shows heart in the same color on day 2 and 3 to get into the character's specific route. True
route will be available later after all character's routes finished.

ORIGINAL BGM

11 original orchestral soundtrack from Seycara Orchestra.
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I played this on my sons console and I can't remember having so much fun on a puzzle platformer. Killing Splatts in ingenious
ways and listening to their noises is so fulfilling. As it progresses, the game becomes quite challenging which I like, as it could
be just a repetitive kill fest. Lovely graphics and audio round 101 off nicely to claim classic status. Just play it!. Honestly this
game is underpriced. I loved this game, I bought it today and well it blew me away. This is a concept I had never heard of nor
imagined. Now I'm sure people will agree with me when I say that I had low expectations for a 1 dollar game. Well it blew them
away, albeit the game was just a tad bit blocky at parts (pun intended) it was very well put together and I hope to God that this
developer makes more games and that you buy this. Very well done.. This game might be easier for engineers, architects or
physicists, which is not definitely me who doesn't pay attention in the physics classes. Even though, it's fun to see my bridges
breaking down.

This game is a puzzle game which let you express your own thinking, problem solving and creativity. If you like this kind of
game, or wanting to see things break down, just buy it.. Can't even zoom it with it, not to mention it's expensive and not
automatic.. 10\/10 would waste money for these freakin achievement games again. The game is boring and does not draw me in
at all. I do find the art beautiful, but the writing style is not engaging at all. It seems like a sloppily written fanfiction.. not giving
it a bad review because it's a bad game but because it feels so empty, nothing seems quite right just yet (yes i know it's an EA).
gameplay is pretty smooth for an EA title but combat? whack, pov angles? whack, NPC's from what i have seen? whack,
character menu? whack. my opinion is, this game could/does have potential but atm i would save your money and wait for
things to be fixed and added in because how it stands now isn't really something you could get enough entertainment from for
your money. but hey, if you're the type of person who wants to support the devs then go ahead and buy it.. Fun game that brings
back memories of Tie Fighter and Slip Stream 5000.
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If you enjoyed either of the Fortix titles, or other games in the vein of the classic Qix, Lightfish brings more of this type of
gameplay, and adds a visual style that is reminiscient of games like flOw.

There are some interesting enemy types and obstacles that set this title slightly apart from its brethren.

Fire walls are obstacles that you have to maneuver around. Stray too close and you're crispy-fried.

Ice walls slow your movement, but if you can break your way through them, they fall apart entirely. Watch out for enemies that
aren't slowed by the ice.

Exploding jellyfish try to reach for you if you get too close, and their area of effect explosions can catch you in the blast if you
don't keep your distance.

These are but a few of the innovative mechanics that Lightfish has to help separate itself from the pack and provide a fresh
experience among Qix-inspired titles.. Great Sounds! The Bnsf SD70Aces is the best horn and bell combination in my opinion!
this set is a must have!. Bought for my niece but I absolutely love it. Like the upgrade your shop aspect of the game. Super fun!.
Let the nostalgia kick in :'). An interesting if a bit repetitive puzzle game filled with quirky and lovable characters, thanks to the
efforts of Tom Dussek who is the voice actor of all characters and the narrator to boot.
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